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Abstract
Claim detection and verification are crucial001
for news understanding and have emerged as002
promising technologies for mitigating news003
misinformation. However, most existing work004
has focused on claim sentence analysis while005
overlooking crucial background attributes (e.g.,006
claimer, claim objects). In this work, we007
present NEWSCLAIMS, a new benchmark for008
knowledge-aware claim detection in the news009
domain. We redefine the claim detection prob-010
lem to include extraction of additional back-011
ground attributes related to each claim and re-012
lease 889 claims annotated over 143 news arti-013
cles. NEWSCLAIMS aims to benchmark claim014
detection systems in emerging scenarios, com-015
prising unseen topics with little or no training016
data. To this end, we provide a comprehen-017
sive evaluation of zero-shot and prompt-based018
baselines for NEWSCLAIMS.1019

1 Introduction020

The internet era has ushered in an explosion of021

online content creation, resulting in increased con-022

cerns regarding misinformation in associated media023

forums (e.g., online debates, news articles, social024

media). A key element of identifying misinforma-025

tion is detecting the various claims and arguments026

that have been presented. In this regard, news ar-027

ticles are particularly interesting as they contain028

claims in various formats, from arguments directly029

made by journalists to quotations and reported state-030

ments made by prominent public figures.031

Most current approaches to check-worthiness es-032

timation (Gencheva et al., 2017; Jaradat et al., 2018;033

Shaar et al., 2021) and argument mining (Eger et al.,034

2017; Stab et al., 2018) focus on detecting only035

asserted claims and the premises they are based036

upon. Beyond identifying which claims to priori-037

tize and the support/refute relations regarding corre-038

sponding premises, these approaches largely ignore039

1The baselines, the data, the annotation tools, and the eval-
uation scripts will be made publicly available upon acceptance.

Figure 1: A news article containing a claim regarding
the origin of COVID-19 with the claim sentence in ital-
ics, claim boundary in red, and claimer in blue. Claimer
stance and claim object also indicated.

relevant background attributes of the claim (e.g., 040

claimer, object of the claim) as they have mainly 041

dealt with data written in a collective style (e.g., 042

Wikipedia) or from a monotone viewpoint (Stab 043

and Gurevych, 2014) (e.g., persuasive essays). 044

However, information domains such as news ar- 045

ticles have more complex arguments, requiring a 046

deeper understanding of what each claim is about 047

and where it comes from. These background at- 048

tributes can be leveraged to build profiles for pop- 049

ular figures in the news, with a list of previously 050

made claims and their most frequent topics. These 051

profiles could be useful for fact-checking organi- 052

zations to examine how current claims compare to 053

previous ones from the same claimer. Furthermore, 054

all the claims from the same source in a given arti- 055

cle can be summarized to present the overall opin- 056

ion of an entity and increase news comprehension. 057

To promote research in this direction, we pro- 058

pose expanding the current claim detection task 059

to include extracting more background attributes 060

relating to the claim. Specifically, given a news 061

article, the task is to extract all claims pertaining to 062

a set of topics along with the corresponding claim 063

span, claimer, claimer’s stance, and claim object for 064

each claim. In this regard, we release a new eval- 065

uation benchmark for claim detection containing 066
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889 claims annotated over 143 news articles. We067

consider this in an evaluation setting since harmful068

content2 can evolve rapidly, requiring systems that069

are effective under zero/few-shot settings. Figure 1070

shows an example from NEWSCLAIMS, including071

an extracted claim and its background attributes.072

In our benchmark, all news articles are regarding073

the COVID-19 pandemic, motivated by multiple074

considerations. First, COVID-19 has gained exten-075

sive media coverage, with the World Health Organi-076

zation coining the term infodemic3 to refer to disin-077

formation related to COVID-19 (Naeem and Bhatti,078

2020) and suggesting that “fake news spreads faster079

and more easily than this virus.” Second, this is080

an emerging scenario with limited previous data081

related to the virus, making it an ideal candidate082

to evaluate claim detection in a low-resource set-083

ting. NEWSCLAIMS is concerning claims about084

four COVID-19 topics, namely: the origin of the085

virus, possible cure for the virus, transmission of086

the virus, and protection from the virus.087

NEWSCLAIMS contains primarily an evaluation088

set with manual annotations, as we aim to study089

how existing NLP techniques can be leveraged to090

tackle claim detection in such emerging scenarios091

with previously unseen topics. We explore multi-092

ple zero/few-shot strategies for subtasks including093

topic classification, stance detection, and claim ob-094

ject detection. This is in line with recent progress095

in using pre-trained language models in zero-shot096

(Yin et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2021) and few-shot097

(Brown et al., 2020; Schick and Schütze, 2021) set-098

tings. Such approaches can be adapted to new use099

cases and problems as they arise without requiring100

significant additional training data.101

Our primary contributions include: (1) we ex-102

tend the claim detection task to include the back-103

ground attributes claimer and object of the claim, in104

addition to claim boundary and claimer stance; (2)105

we release a manually annotated evaluation bench-106

mark for this new task, NEWSCLAIMS, covering107

multiple topics related to COVID-19. To the best of108

our knowledge, this is the first dataset with such ex-109

tensive annotations for claim detection over news,110

with 889 claims annotated over 143 news articles;111

and (3) we provide a comprehensive evaluation of112

different approaches including multiple zero-shot113

and prompt-based few-shot learning baselines for114

various components of our claim detection task.115

2harmful-content-blog-post
3COVID-19 Infodemic

2 Related Work 116

Argument mining (Palau and Moens, 2009) involves 117

automatically detecting arguments in text. Struc- 118

tured argumentation mining (Stab and Gurevych, 119

2014; Eger et al., 2017) aims to identify argu- 120

ment components and relations with respect to 121

each other, which differs from the general analysis 122

of opinions in unstructured argumentation mining 123

(Stab et al., 2018). On the other hand, context- 124

dependent claim detection (Levy et al., 2014) in- 125

volves detecting claims specifically relevant to a 126

predefined topic, whereas Lippi and Torroni (2015) 127

proposed a context-independent claim detection 128

task in which one attempts to detect claims without 129

a specified input topic. Corpus-wide claim detec- 130

tion (Levy et al., 2017) aims to mine arguments 131

from large text corpora to build an argumentative 132

content search engine (Levy et al., 2018). All of 133

these attempts have exclusively focused on iden- 134

tifying arguments about a topic, but do not deal 135

with identifying the background attributes for the 136

claims, such as the claimer and the claim’s object. 137

The claimer detection subtask is related to at- 138

tribution. Current attribution methods are mainly 139

sentence-level (Pareti, 2016a) or involve only di- 140

rect quotations (Elson and McKeown, 2010). In 141

contrast, NEWSCLAIMS requires cross-sentence 142

reasoning for identifying the claimer as it may not 143

be present in the claim sentence (see Figure 1). 144

There has been recent work in addressing mis- 145

information related to claims about COVID-19. 146

Saakyan et al. (2021) proposed a new FEVER-like 147

(Thorne et al., 2018) dataset, where given a claim, 148

the task is to identify relevant evidence and to verify 149

whether the evidence refutes or supports the claim. 150

However, this does not tackle identifying the claims 151

or who is making these claims. There has also been 152

work (Alam et al., 2020; Jiang et al., 2021) on iden- 153

tifying the check-worthiness of tweets related to 154

COVID-19. However, unlike news articles, tweets 155

do not require attribution for claimer idntification. 156

3 Claim Detection Task 157

The primary NEWSCLAIMS task is to identify 158

claims related to a set of topics in a news arti- 159

cle along with: (1) corresponding background at- 160

tributes such as the claimer and object of the claim 161

and (2) the claim boundary and stance. In this 162

section, we describe each of the subtasks in de- 163

tail. Figure 2 shows the expected output from each 164

subtask given a news article as input. 165
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Figure 2: An example demonstrating our proposed claim detection task, and its subtasks. The background attributes
such as the claimer, claimer’s stance, claim object, and claim span need to be identified for each claim.

Claim Sentence Detection: Given a news article,166

the first subtask is to extract claim sentences re-167

garding a set of pre-defined topics. This involves168

first identifying sentences that contain claims and169

then selecting those that are related to the topics170

under consideration. To address misinformation171

in an emerging real-world setting, we consider the172

following topics related to COVID-19: Origin of173

the virus: claims related to origin of the virus (i.e.,174

location of first detection, zoonosis, ‘lab leak’ theo-175

ries); Transmission of the virus: claims related to176

who/what can transmit the virus or conditions fa-177

vorable for viral transmission; Cure for the virus:178

claims related to curing the virus, (e.g., via medical179

intervention after infection); and Protection from180

the virus: claims related to precautions against181

viral infection.182

Claimer Detection: Claims within a news article183

can come from various types of sources including184

an entity (e.g., person, organization) or published185

artifact (e.g., study, report, investigation) when no186

specific entity is mentioned. In such cases, the187

claimer identity can usually be extracted from the188

news article itself. However, if the claim is asserted189

by the article author or if no attribution is specified190

or inferable, then the journalist is considered to be191

the claimer. The claimer detection subtask involves192

identifying whether the claim is made by a journal-193

ist or whether it is reported in the news article, in194

which case the source is also extracted. Moreover,195

sources of such reported claims need not be within196

the claim sentence. We see that in ∼ 47% of the197

claims, the claimer span needs to be extracted from198

outside of the claim sentence. Thus, the claimer199

detection subtask in our benchmark requires con-200

siderable document-level reasoning, thus making it201

harder than existing attribution tasks (Pareti, 2016b;202

Newell et al., 2018), which require only sentence-203

level reasoning.204

Stance Detection: This subtask involves out- 205

putting whether the claimer is asserting (affirm) 206

or refuting (refute) a claim within the given claim 207

sentence. We note that stance detection in NEWS- 208

CLAIMS differs from the task formulation used in 209

other stance detection datasets (Stab et al., 2018; 210

Hanselowski et al., 2019; Allaway and McKeown, 211

2020) as it involves identifying the claimer’s stance 212

within a claim sentence – whereas prior stance 213

detection tasks, most of which are described in 214

Hardalov et al. (2021), involve identifying the 215

stance for target–context pairs. For example, given 216

pairs such as claim–evidence or headline–article, it 217

involves identifying whether the evidence/article at 218

hand supports or refutes a given claim/headline. 219

Claim Span Detection: Given a claim sentence, 220

this subtask aims to identify exact claim boundaries 221

within the sentence. This claim span covers the ac- 222

tual claim content, usually without any cue words 223

(e.g., asserted, suggested) and frequently a contigu- 224

ous subspan of the claim sentence. Identifying the 225

precise claim conveyed within the sentence can 226

be useful for latter downstream tasks such as clus- 227

tering claims and identifying similar or opposing 228

claims. 229

Claim Object Detection: The claim object relates 230

to what is being claimed in the claim sentence with 231

respect to the topic. As an example, for a claim 232

regarding the virus origin, the claim object could 233

be the species of origin in zoonosis claims, or who 234

created the virus in bioengineering claims. Table 1 235

shows examples of claim objects from each topic. 236

We see that the claim object is usually an extractive 237

span present within the claim sentence. Identifying 238

the claim object helps to better understand claims 239

and can be useful for identifying claim–claim re- 240

lations, since two claims with the same object are 241

likely to be similar. 242
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(a) Dist. of claim counts per news article.

(b) Dist. of claims from journalists
vs those that are reported, along with
claimer coverage for reported claims.

(c) Plot showing the coverage of claimer
within a window size based on number
of sentences around the claim sentence.

Figure 3: Statistics for our claim detection benchmark for (a) counts of claims per news article, (b) claims from
journalists vs reported claims, (c) claimer coverage by window size within the news article for reported claims.

Topic Claim Sentence
Origin The genetic data is pointing to this virus

coming from a bat reservoir, he said.
Transmission The virus lingers in the air indoors, in-

fecting those nearby
Cure Vitamin C is an effective treatment for

COVID-19.
Protection Taking a hot bath prevents you from get-

ting COVID-19.

Table 1: Examples showing the claim object in bold for
claims corresponding to NEWSCLAIMS topics.

4 NEWSCLAIMS Dataset243

In this work, we build NEWSCLAIMS, a new bench-244

mark dataset for evaluating the performance of245

models on different components of our claim detec-246

tion task. Specifically, we release an evaluation set247

based on news articles about COVID-19, which can248

be used to benchmark systems on detecting claim249

sentences and associated background attributes in-250

cluding claim objects, claim span, claimer, claimer251

stance. NEWSCLAIMS uses news articles from the252

LDC corpus LDC2021E11, from which we select253

news articles related to COVID-19. Below, we254

describe the annotation process (Section 4.1) and255

provide NEWSCLAIMS statistics (Section 4.2).256

4.1 Annotation257

Given a news article, we split the annotation pro-258

cess into two phases: (1) identifying claim sen-259

tences with their corresponding topics and (2) an-260

notating background attributes for claims identified261

in the first phase.4 In the first phase, the inter-262

face displays the entire news article with a target263

sentence highlighted in red. Annotators are asked264

whether the highlighted sentence contains a claim265

4Detailed annotation guidelines and screenshots of the
interface are provided in Section A.1 in the appendix.

associated the four pre-defined COVID-19 topics 266

and to indicate the specific topic if that is the case. 267

In the second phase, the interface displays the en- 268

tire news article with a claim sentence highlighted 269

in red. The annotators are asked to identify the 270

claim boundaries, claim object, and claimer from 271

the news article. The annotators are also asked to 272

indicate the claimer’s stance for the claim. We pro- 273

vide a checkbox for the annotators to choose if they 274

think there is no specified claimer, in which case 275

the journalist is considered to be the claimer. 276

We used Amazon Mechanical Turk (Buhrmester 277

et al., 2011) for annotation, assigning three annota- 278

tors per example in each phase. In the phase one, 279

only sentences with unanimous support are retained 280

as valid claims. In the second phase, majority vot- 281

ing is used to determine the stance and claimer. 282

Annotators took ∼30 seconds per sentence in the 283

first phase and ∼90 seconds on average annotate 284

the background attributes of a claim in phase two. 285

4.2 Statistics 286

NEWSCLAIMS consists of development and test 287

sets with 18 articles containing 103 claims and 125 288

articles containing 786 claims, respectively. The 289

development set can be used for few-shot labeled 290

examples or for fine-tuning model hyperparame- 291

ters. Figure 3a shows a histogram of the number of 292

claims in a news article where most news articles 293

contain up to 5 claims and some having more than 294

10 claims. Claims related to the origin of the virus 295

are the most prevalent, with the respective topic dis- 296

tribution being: 35% for origin, 22% for cure, 23% 297

for protection and 20% for transmission. Figure 3b 298

shows the distribution of claims from journalists 299

vs. reported claims, noting that 41% of the claims 300

are made by journalists with the remaining 59% 301
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coming from sources mentioned in the news article.302

Furthermore, for reported claims, the claimer is303

present outside of the claim sentence 39% of the304

time, demonstrating the document-level nature of305

this task. Figure 3c shows the claimer coverage306

(in %) based on a window around the claim by the307

number of sentences and indicates that document-308

level reasoning is required to identify the claimer,309

with some cases even requiring inference beyond310

a window size of 15. Note that the 61% inside-311

sentence coverage in Figure 3b corresponds to a312

window size of 1 in Figure 3c.313

5 Baselines314

In this section, we describe various zero-shot and315

prompt-based few-shot baselines for the claim de-316

tection subtasks outlined in Section 3. We describe317

a diverse set of baselines with each chosen to be318

relevant in an evaluation-only setting.319

5.1 Claim Detection320

Given a news article, the task is to detect all the sen-321

tences that contain claims relating to a pre-defined322

set of topics regarding COVID-19. We employ a323

two-step procedure that first identifies sentences324

that contain claims and then selects those related to325

the coronavirus.326

Step 1. ClaimBuster: To identify sentences con-327

taining claims, we use ClaimBuster (Hassan et al.,328

2017),5 a claim-spotting model trained on a dataset329

of check-worthy claims (Arslan et al., 2020). The330

model outputs a check-worthiness score for each331

sentence in the input news article, which we use332

to select sentences that contain claims. As Claim-333

Buster has no knowledge about topics, we use zero-334

shot topic classification, as described below.335

Step 2. ClaimBuster+Zero-shot NLI: Follow-336

ing Yin et al. (2019), we use pre-trained NLI mod-337

els as zero-shot text classifiers: we pose the claim338

sentence to be classified as the NLI premise and339

construct a hypothesis from each candidate topic.340

Figure 4a shows the hypothesis corresponding to341

each of the topics. We then use the entailment342

score for each topic as its topic score and choose343

the highest topic score for threshold-based filtering.344

5.2 Claim Object Detection345

Given the claim sentence and topic, claim object346

detection seeks to identify what is being claimed347

5https://idir.uta.edu/claimbuster/api/

about the topic, as shown in Table 1. We explore 348

this subtask in both zero-shot and few-shot set- 349

tings by converting it into a prompting task for 350

pre-trained language models as described below: 351

In-context learning (few-shot): This setting is 352

similar to (Brown et al., 2020), where the few-shot 353

labeled examples are inserted into the context of 354

a pre-trained language model. The example for 355

which a prediction is to be made is included as a 356

prompt at the end of the context . We refer the 357

reader to Section A.3 in the appendix for an ex- 358

ample. We use GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) as the 359

language model in this setting. 360

Prompt-based fine-tuning (few-shot): Follow- 361

ing Gao et al. (2021), we fine-tune a pre-trained 362

language model (base T5 (Raffel et al., 2020)) to 363

learn from a few labeled examples. Examples are 364

converted into a prompt with a format similar to the 365

language model pre-training, which for this model 366

involves generating the target text that has been re- 367

placed with a <MASK> token in the input. Thus, 368

we convert the few-shot data into such prompts 369

and generate the claim object from the <MASK> 370

token. For example, given the claim sentence: Re- 371

search conducted on the origin of the virus shows 372

that it came from bats, and its topic (origin of the 373

virus), the prompt would be: Research conducted 374

on the origin of the virus shows that it came from 375

bats. The origin of the virus is <MASK>. 376

Prompting (zero-shot): We consider the lan- 377

guage models that were used in few-shot settings 378

above with the same prompts but in zero-shot set- 379

tings here. In this case, GPT-3 is not provided with 380

any labeled examples in the context and T5 is used 381

out-of-the-box without any fine-tuning. 382

5.3 Stance Detection 383

Given the claim sentence, stance detection identi- 384

fies if the claimer is asserting or refuting a claim. 385

Zero-shot NLI: We again leverage NLI models 386

for zero-shot classification. Here, we construct a 387

hypothesis for the claim and the refute labels and 388

take the stance corresponding to a higher entail- 389

ment score. We consider two different settings 390

while constructing the hypothesis based on claim 391

topic access. Example hypotheses for each setting 392

are shown in Figure 4b. 393
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(a) zero-shot NLI for topic classification (b) zero-shot NLI for stance detection

Figure 4: Diagram (a) shows the template and an example for leveraging a pre-trained NLI model for zero-shot
topic classification; the topic corresponding to the hypothesis with the highest entailment score is taken as the claim
sentence topic. Diagram (b) shows examples for leveraging a pre-trained NLI model for zero-shot stance detection.
Each example shows how the hypothesis is constructed based on the class label (in pink) and the topic (in blue).

5.4 Claim Span Detection394

Given a claim sentence, claim span detection identi-395

fies the exact claim boundaries within the sentence.396

Debater Boundary Detection: Our first baseline397

uses the claim boundary detection service from398

the Project Debater6 APIs (Bar-Haim et al., 2021).399

This system is based on BERT-Large, which is fur-400

ther fine-tuned on 52K crowd-annotated examples401

mined from the Lexis-Nexis corpus.7402

PolNeAR-Content: Our second baseline lever-403

ages PolNeAR (Newell et al., 2018), a popular404

news attribution corpus of annotated triples com-405

prising the source, cue, and content for statements406

made in the news. We build a claim span detection407

model from this by fine-tuning a BERT-large model408

(Devlin et al., 2019) to identify the content span,409

with a start classifier and an end classifier on top of410

the encoder outputs, given the sentence as an input.411

5.5 Claimer Detection412

This subtask identifies if the claim is made by the413

journalist or a reported source, in addition to iden-414

tifying the mention of the source in the news article.415

416

PolNeAR-Source: We leverage the PolNeAR417

corpus to build a claimer extraction baseline. Given418

a statement, we use the source annotation as the419

claimer and mark the content span within the state-420

ment using special tokens. We then fine-tune a421

6Project Debater
7http://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/home.page

BERT-large model to extract the source span from 422

the statement using a start classifier and an end clas- 423

sifier over the encoder outputs. During evaluation, 424

we use the news article as an input, marking the 425

claim span with special tokens and using the sum 426

of start and end classifier scores as a claimer span 427

confidence score. This is thresholded to determine 428

if the claim is from the journalist, with the claimer 429

span used as output for reported claims. 430

SRL: We build a Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) 431

baseline for claimer extraction. SRL outputs the 432

verb predicate-argument structure of a sentence 433

such as who did what to whom. Given the claim 434

sentence as an input, we filter out verb predicates 435

that match a pre-defined set of cues 8 (e.g., say, be- 436

lieve, deny). Then, we use the span corresponding 437

to the ARG-0 (agent) of the predicate as the claimer. 438

AS SRL works at the sentence level, this approach 439

cannot extract claimers outside of the claim sen- 440

tence. Thus, the system outputs journalist as the 441

claimer when none of the verb predicates in the 442

sentence matches the pre-defined set of cues. 443

6 Experiments 444

In this section, we empirically evaluate various 445

zero-shot and few-shot approaches on multiple 446

components of our claim detection task, reporting 447

results on the test set. To estimate upper bounds, 448

we also show human performance for each subtask 449

computed over 10 news articles that are randomly 450

8We refer the reader to Section A.2 in the appendix for the
complete set of cues.
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sampled, with 70 claims in total.451

6.1 Claim Detection452

Setup: For zero-shot MNLI, we use BART-large9453

(Lewis et al., 2020) trained on the MultiNLI corpus454

(Williams et al., 2018). ClaimBuster and the topic-455

filtering thresholds are tuned on the development456

set. Evaluation is quantified by precision, recall457

and F1 scores for the filtered set of claims relative458

to the ground-truth annotations.459

Results and Analysis: Table 2 shows the per-460

formance of various systems for identifying claim461

sentences about COVID-19. We use ClaimBuster,462

which does not involve topic detection, as a low-463

precision high-recall baseline. We can see that the464

performance improves by leveraging a pre-trained465

NLI model as a zero-shot topic-filtering system to466

filter out claims related to the topics at hand. Fur-467

thermore, even humans have relatively low preci-468

sion, demonstrating the difficulty in identifying sen-469

tences with claims. We hypothesize that this could470

due to the subjective nature of whether an assertion471

is a claim or just a statement. It was also evident472

when we measured the inter-annotator agreement473

for claim sentence detection, with a Cohen’s kappa474

of 0.44 demonstrating moderate agreement. Never-475

theless, the model performance is still considerably476

worse compared to human performance, showing477

potential for future work.478

Model P R F1
ClaimBuster 13.0 86.5 22.6
ClaimBuster + Zero-shot NLI 21.8 53.3 30.9
Human 52.7 70.0 60.1

Table 2: Performance (in %) of various systems for
detecting claims related to COVID-19, given a news
article as an input.

We also report the performance of the NLI model479

for topic classification. Given the gold-standard480

claim sentence, the classification accuracy is 46.6%481

for the zero-shot NLI model over these four topics.482

6.2 Claim Object Detection483

Setup: We use the development set to get the484

few-shot examples, by sampling10 five examples485

for each topic. To account for the variance from486

sampling, we report numbers that are averaged over487

9http://huggingface.co/facebook/bart-large-mnli
10We will release the few-shot examples used in our sam-

pling runs to make the results reproducible.

three runs. For language model sizes to be com- 488

parable, we use the Ada11 version of GPT-3 and 489

the base version of T5. We fine-tune the T5-base 490

model for five epochs with a learning rate of 3e-5. 491

The evaluation metric is string-match F1 similar 492

to the one used in question answering (Rajpurkar 493

et al., 2016). 494

Results and Analysis: Table 3 shows the F1 495

score for extracting the claim object relating to 496

the topic. In zero-shot settings, we see that GPT-3 497

performs considerably better than T5, potentially 498

benefiting from the larger corpus of data it was 499

trained on. In the few-shot settings however, T5 is 500

competitive with GPT-3, showing the promise of 501

prompt-based fine-tuning, even with limited few- 502

shot examples. 503

Approach Model Type F1
Prompting GPT-3 Zero-shot 15.2
Prompting T5 Zero-shot 11.4

In-context learning GPT-3 Few-Shot 51.9
Prompt-based fine-tuning T5 Few-Shot 51.6

Human - - 67.7

Table 3: F1 score (in %) of different zero-shot and few-
shot systems for the claim object detection sub-task.

6.3 Stance Detection 504

Setup: We use the same BART-large model 505

trained for NLI as in Section 6.1. In the setting 506

with access to the topic, it is taken from the gold- 507

standard annotation. 508

Results and Analysis: We also consider a major- 509

ity class baseline that always predicts affirm as the 510

stance. Table 4 shows the performance of stance 511

detection approaches. We can see that the NLI 512

model with access to topic performs the best, with 513

considerable improvement in performance for the 514

refute class. Thus, access to additional background 515

information helps here as the topic of the claim can 516

be used to come up with a more relevant hypothesis, 517

as is evident from Figure 4b. 518

6.4 Claim Span Detection 519

Results and Analysis: The evaluation measure 520

in this setting is character-span F1. From Table 5, 521

we see that the Debater claim boundary detection 522

system considerably outperforms the attribution- 523

based system. This could be because the former 524

is trained on arguments, which are more similar to 525

claims compared to statement-like attributions. 526

11https://blog.eleuther.ai/gpt3-model-sizes/
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Model Affirm F1 Refute F1 Acc.
Majority class 82.5 0.0 70.3
NLI (No topic) 89.1 68.0 83.8

NLI (With topic) 91.1 78.8 87.5
Human 97.0 84.2 94.9

Table 4: F1 score (in %) of both affirm and refute classes
along with overall accuracy for stance detection. The
zero-shot NLI system is shown separately based on
access to topic while constructing the hypothesis.

Model Prec. Recall F1
PolNeAR-Content 67.0 42.8 52.3
Debater Boundary Detection 75.7 77.7 76.7
Human 82.7 90.9 86.6

Table 5: Performance (in %) of different systems for
identifying boundaries of the claim within a given claim
sentence.

6.5 Claimer Detection527

Setup: For the PolNeAR-Source system, the528

threshold for confidence score is tuned on the de-529

velopment set. The claim span output from the De-530

bater boundary system is used marking the claim531

content within the context. For the SRL system, we532

leverage the parser12 provided by AllenNLP (Gard-533

ner et al., 2018), which was trained on OntoNotes534

(Pradhan et al., 2013). The evaluation involves535

scores for the journalist (classification F1) and re-536

ported (string-match F1), along with overall F1.537

Model F1 Reported Journalist
SRL 41.7 23.5 67.2
PolNeAR-Source 42.3 25.5 65.9
Human 85.8 81.3 88.9

Table 6: F1 score (in %) for claimer detection. Numbers
for journalist and reported are shown separately, along
with the overall F1.

Results and Analysis: From Table 6, we see that538

automatic models are considerably behind humans539

for claimer detection. While the performance is540

relatively better for the case of identifying whether541

the journalist is making the claim, models per-542

form poorly for reported claims, which involves543

extracting the mentions of the claimer. For re-544

ported claims, we further understand the impact545

of location of the claimer mention within the news546

article. Table 7 shows the performance depend-547

ing on whether the claimer is mentioned inside548

or outside the claim sentence. We see that these549

attribution models are able to handle claimer de-550

12AllenNLP SRL Parser

tection for reported claims only when the claimer 551

mention is within the claim sentence. The need for 552

cross-sentence reasoning for the claimer detection 553

sub-task is evident from the low out-of-sentence F1 554

score for these sentence-level approaches. 555

Model In-sentence Out-of-sentence
SRL 35.8 2.4
PolNeAR-Source 38.9 2.7

Table 7: F1 score (in %) in terms of reported claims
for extracting the claimer when it is present within (in-
sentence) or outside (out-of-sentence) the claim sen-
tence.

6.6 Remaining Challenges 556

Given the relatively low topic classification perfor- 557

mance of the NLI model, the benchmark requires 558

better zero-shot approaches for selecting claims 559

relating to COVID-19. Furthermore, good topic 560

classification performance is important as the claim 561

topic is crucial to claim object detection and can 562

also be leveraged for better stance detection. 563

The claimer detection subtask requires incorpo- 564

rating stronger cross-sentence reasoning to identify 565

the claimer for when the mention is outside the 566

claim sentence. This necessitates building attribu- 567

tion systems that are document-level. Furthermore, 568

the same news article can have similar claims but 569

from different claimers. To prevent misattribution 570

in such cases, it would be beneficial to identify 571

context within the news article that is relevant to 572

the given claim, so as to remove noise from other 573

related claims. 574

7 Conclusion 575

In this work, we proposed a new benchmark, 576

NEWSCLAIMS, that extends the current claim de- 577

tection task to extract more background attributes 578

related to the claim. Our benchmark comprehen- 579

sively evaluates multiple aspects of claim detection 580

such as identifying topics, the stance, the claim 581

span, the claim object, and the claimer in news arti- 582

cles from emerging scenarios such as the COVID- 583

19 pandemic. We show that zero-shot and prompt- 584

based few-shot approaches can achieve promising 585

performance in such low resource scenarios, but 586

still lag behind human-level performance, which 587

presents opportunities for further research. Future 588

work will explore is towards building a unified 589

multi-task framework that can simultaneously iden- 590

tify multiple background attributes. 591
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Ethics and Broader Impact592

Misuse Potential The intended use of NEWS-593

CLAIMS is to evaluate methodological work re-594

garding our augmented definition of claim detec-595

tion, motivated by mitigating the spread of misin-596

formation and disinformation in news media. How-597

ever, given NEWSCLAIMS is a smaller dataset over598

a set of hand-chosen topics, there is also poten-599

tial for misuse. Specifically, NEWSCLAIMS is600

not intended to directly make conclusions regard-601

ing the journalism quality nor quantify disagree-602

ment regarding coverage of COVID-19 related top-603

ics. NEWSCLAIMS is not intended as a training604

dataset and a system using NEWSCLAIMS in this605

way should be carefully evaluated before being606

used to annotate a larger dataset aimed at deriving607

journalism-centric conclusions. As there has been608

continued controversy regarding media coverage609

of COVID-19, a bad faith or misinformed actor610

could produce artifacts that result in sensational,611

but potentially inaccurate, conclusions regarding612

COVID-19 claims in news media.613

COVID-19 Specificity In this vein, NEWS-614

CLAIMS exclusively consists of claims regarding615

COVID-19, intentionally chosen to sufficiently616

study a quickly emerging subject. However, perfor-617

mance on this dataset might likely not be represen-618

tative of performance on a broader set of topics. In619

the future, we hope to mitigate these risks with a620

larger dataset that can more reliable to study these621

phenomena and produce conclusions about the un-622

derlying media content.623

Environmental Impact We would also like to624

warn that the use of large-scale Transformers re-625

quires a lot of computations and the use of GPUs626

for training, which contributes to global warming627

(Strubell et al., 2019). This is a bit less of an issue628

in our case, as we do not train such models from629

scratch; rather, we mainly use them in zero-shot630

and few-shot settings, and the ones we fine-tune are631

on relatively small datasets. All our experiments632

were run on a single 16GB V100.633
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A Appendix870

A.1 Annotation Interface871

In this section, we list the annotation guidelines and872

provide screenshots of the interface for both phases873

of annotation. Phase 1 of annotation involves iden-874

tifying sentences which contain claims relating to875

set of pre-defined topics about COVID-19. Phase876

2 consists of annotating the background attributes877

such as claimer, claimer’s stance, claim object and878

the claimer span for each of the claims identified879

in phase 1. Figure 6 and 7 show screenshots of the880

annotation interface for phase 1 and 2 respectively.881

Below are some guidelines which we provide for882

detecting the claim sentences:883

• The highlighted sentence should be consid-884

ered individually when deciding whether it885

contains a claim. The sentences around it are886

shown to provide context.887

• Claims are usually statements made without888

presenting evidence or proof, and usually re-889

quire further evidence to verify them. Sen-890

tences that just assert evidences or present891

facts should not be considered as claims.892

• The claim sentences usually should also men-893

tion the object relating to the topic, i.e which894

animal the virus came from, what conditions895

can transmit the virus, what can cure the virus896

or what can protect from the virus.897

• Only those claims should be considered for898

which these topics can be directly inferred899

without any need for additional knowledge.900

• Sentences that contain both claims as well as901

refute statements should be considered. For902

e.g. A sentence that contains a statement that903

something cannot cure the coronavirus should904

be considered as containing a claim relating905

to the topic: Cure for the virus.906

A.2 SRL cue words907

Here, we list the different cue words that we use908

to match against the verb predicates from the SRL909

parser. These are categorized as affirming and re-910

futing cue words, which are shown in tables 8 and911

9 respectively.912

A.3 GPT-3 prompt913

In this section, we share more details of our ap-914

proach for prompting GPT-3 for the claim object915

accuse, affirm, allege, announce, argue
assert, aver, avouch, avow, blame

broadcast, claim, comment, confirm, contend
credit, declare, defend, describe, disclose

discuss, express, find, hint, imply
insinuate, insist, intimate, maintain, proclaim

profess, publish, purport, reaffirm, reassert
remark, repeat, report, restate, reveal

say, state, suggest, tell, write

Table 8: Cue words corresponding to affirming a claim.

challenge, controvert, contradict,disagree
discredit, dispute, deny, disavow, discount

protest, purport, reaffirm, question, repudidate
reject, repudiate, rebut, suppress, disaffirm

Table 9: Cue words corresponding to refuting a claim.

detection. In the in-context learning setting, we 916

choose four examples from each topic as the few- 917

shot examples. These labeled examples are then 918

added to the context that is fed as input to GPT-3. 919

The test example is added at the end of the context, 920

in the form of a prompt, with the claim object to 921

be generated by the system. Figure 5 shows an 922

example input along with the prompt. 923

Figure 5: Figure showing the claim object detection
sub-task input for GPT-3, with the few-shot labeled
examples in context and the test example in the form of
a prompt.
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Figure 6: Screenshot of the phase 1 annotation interface.
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Figure 7: Screenshot of the phase 2 annotation interface.
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Figure 8: Some examples from the NEWSCLAIMS benchmark.
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